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THE WAIT IS OVER FOR CROSS COUNTRY SKIING STARS:
TOMORROW 11th TOUR DE SKI IN VAL DI FIEMME

Tomorrow and on Sunday 8th of January the 11th Tour de Ski in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Heidi Weng and Sergey Ustiugov favoured for the victory, waiting for the Final Climb
Exciting weekend with live music, “Tour del Gusto”, Fiemme Rock and much more


Sometimes it happens that great expectations cannot be met, but tomorrow and on Sunday Val di Fiemme (Trentino region, Italy) will host two days of high-energy competitions with the final stages of the Tour de Ski, and in particular its epic conclusion with the Final Climb on the Olimpia III alpine skiing hill at Alpe Cermis. 
The cross country arena in Lago di Tesero is covered with snow and ready to welcome cross-country skiing stars and a huge number of fans, who will also have the opportunity of enjoying a whole series of side events, starting tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. The programme of side events organized by Nordic Ski Fiemme is quite varied, with music and entertainment activities before the Mass start races scheduled at 2:30 p.m. for ladies and at 3:30 p.m. for men (10 and 15 km in classic technique respectively). The afternoon will then continue with Après-Ski Race Dj Set at 4:30 p.m., followed by Fiemme Rock with the Dolomiten Bier Band in the evening. On Sunday, the six gastronomic stalls of the “Tour del Gusto” will be set up by local associations (Taverna Aragosta, Molina per Aria, Ziano Insieme, Fiemme & Fassa Volley, US Cembra and US Dolomitica) along the Final Climb hill. 
Competitions on Sunday will begin at 9:30 a.m. with the “Rampa con i Campioni” that will see the participation of Antonella Confortola, who won last year, of Tobias Angerer and Katerina Neumannova who obtained the second place in 2016, as well as of Vegard Ulvang (the co-founder of the Tour de Ski together with Jürg Capol). The most important competition will start at 11:30 a.m. with the Final Climb for ladies and at 3:30 p.m. for men. 
Today athletes competed in Toblach and Sergey Ustiugov gained his 5th consecutive win at the Tour de Ski, and is now looking forward to the “en plein” in Val di Fiemme, thus equaling Marit Bjoergen and becoming the first male skier ever to reach this formidable goal. Stina Nilsson had her worst day of the Tour with a 20th place and fell to third place in the standings behind Weng and Oestberg, while today’s win went to Jessica Diggins (USA). Ustiugov is apparently “untouchable” in this 11th Tour de Ski and ready to set new records, but the Final Climb at Alpe Cermis will once again be decisive for the final victory and might change the ranking. The current World Cup leader Heidi Weng and her team mate Ingvild Flugstad Oestberg (NOR) will struggle for the win together with Stina Nilsson (SWE) among women, whereas Norwegian Martin Johnsrud Sundby (who is currently leading the World Cup overall ranking and is the Tour de Ski defending champion) is the only skier that may compete with the Russian for the title. 
Heidi Weng and Sergey Ustiugov are the favoured for the Tour de Ski 2017 victory, but the demanding Final Climb is a whole other story and it is always interesting to see who will establish the best time in this legendary competition. 
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com




